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ABSTRACT
Peer organizations in a performance benchmarking group are usually carefully selected based on
similar characteristics such as the type of services offered, operational characteristics and density
of the service area. These similarities enable organizations to compare performance once their
operational data are normalized. The most commonly used normalization factors for the demand
side output are passenger boardings and passenger kilometres. For the supply side output these
are vehicle kilometres and vehicle hours. Through seven years of experience in the International
Bus Benchmarking Group (IBBG) a better understanding of differences in service characteristics
between ‘similar’ peers has been achieved. It became clear that relative performance can often
not be concluded from a performance indicator normalized in one dimension. Variety in
commercial speed, trip length, vehicle capacity, vehicle weight and network efficiency results in
the need for a multi dimensional or balanced approach to data normalization. This paper
quantifies the variety within these operational characteristics and provides a framework for
benchmarking practitioners and policymakers that suggests applicable combinations of
denominators for a balanced normalization process. This paper further describes how alternative
normalization factors such as revenue service planning capacity kilometres and total tonne
kilometres have improved comparability of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
KEYWORDS: Normalization, Benchmarking, Urban bus operations, Key performance
indicators
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1. INTRODUCTION
Based on a definition by Lema and Price (1) benchmarking is defined as a systematic process of
continuously measuring, comparing and understanding organizations’ performance and change
in performance of a diversity of key business processes against comparable peers anywhere else
in the world to gain information which will help the participating organizations to take action to
improve their performance.
One of the prerequisites for a successful benchmarking process is the selection of peer
organizations based on similar characteristics. In bus benchmarking special focus should be
given to the types of bus services offered (e.g. urban, suburban, charter, schoolbus, para-transit,
etc), and the service area characteristics, in particular the density of operations and demand.
These similarities enable organizations to compare performance once their data are normalized
for scale.
As described by Trompet et al. (2), variability in comparable performance is welcomed
as this results in the identification of best practices, which can lead to improved performance.
However, the authors also describe that, even within a group of seemingly comparable operators,
there is variation in operating characteristics and environment that results in a subset of operators
being incomparable. The composition of this ‘incomparable subset’ differs between key
performance indicators, often in relation to the normalization factor chosen.
This paper aims to describe a technique to refine the performance comparisons within an
existing peer group. It shows to benchmarking practitioners and policy makers that drawing
conclusion from and acting on relative performance differences observed in a single Key
Performance Indicator (e.g. only normalized by a single denominator) is often ineffective. Due to
variety between peers of operating characteristics such as commercial speed, trip length, vehicle
capacity, vehicle weight and network efficiency (e.g. variety in amount of deadheading) it is
necessary that performance is at least reviewed from two different dimensions.
To achieve this objective the remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
reviews normalization factors used or suggested in a number of relevant previous and on-going
bus public transport benchmarking initiatives. Section 3 describes the International Bus
Benchmarking Group (IBBG) dataset which is used for this study. Section 4 describes the
variability of five operational characteristics that can lead to a skewed perspective of relative
performance when only one denominator is used for normalization. In section 5 a framework is
then presented that schematically suggests which combinations of two denominators could be
used to obtain a more realistic, balanced view of relative performance. Section 6 further
discusses two alternative normalization factors: revenue service planning capacity kilometres and
total tonne kilometres, which within the IBBG have resulted in improved performance
comparability. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. NORMALIZATION IN TRANSPORT BENCHMARKING AND LITERATURE
An overview of public transport benchmarking initiatives has been provided in a variety of
reports and papers (e.g. TCRP (3), EQUIP (4), Geerlings et al. (5) and Gudmundsson et al. (6)).
With regards to urban bus performance measurement specifically, Mulley (7) describes the
process and lessons learned from the UK Bus benchmarking Group which was based on the
benchmarking handbook developed by EQUIP (8). Alongside the references mentioned above,
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the papers and project reports listed under references (9-21) have also been reviewed to
understand how practitioners have normalized for scale. The focus in the review was to find
recommendations towards improved normalization factors and on discussions in relation to the
possible bias of using a single denominator for normalization.
The reports and papers generally underline the importance of peer selection and
normalization for successful benchmarking. Complete sets (or examples) of main key
performance indicators used are often provided. These confirmed that the most commonly used
normalization factors for the demand side output are passenger boardings and passenger
kilometres. For the supply side output these are vehicle kilometres and vehicle hours. Useful
discussions have been provided on the use of vehicle hours as a preferred denominator over
vehicle kilometres (Hencher and Daniels (9), Fielding et al. (10)). The majority of reviewed
papers also mention the use of seat kilometres for supply side normalization. This led to the
addition of Section 6 to this paper in which the authors discuss the role and possible bias of seat
capacity kilometres as a normalization factor in a benchmarking exercise.
The benchmarking projects and literature reviewed did not explain in some level of detail
why a certain normalization denominator was chosen (over an alternative one) and what bias
could be involved in using that single denominator. This paper aims to contribute to this area.
Fielding et al. (11) and Stappenhorst (12) use cluster analysis to create comparable sub
groups to improve comparability within performance indicators. This is feasible in a situation
where the total number of participating organizations in a benchmarking group is sufficiently
large; the size of each cluster of ‘more comparable’ peers should also be sufficient for
performance comparison. The downside to clustering peers into more comparable subsets before
benchmarking analysis is that possibly valid lessons and best practices from ‘lesser’ comparable
peers are discarded. Clustering is done before the performance comparison is executed. This
paper discusses a post performance comparison alternative, by understanding relative
performance through a multi-dimensional normalization process.

3. THE DATA
The data used for this study have been collected through the International Bus Benchmarking
Group (IBBG), which is facilitated by the Railway and Transport Strategy Centre at Imperial
College London. The IBBG is now in its eighth year. Its current members are TMB Barcelona,
STIB Brussels, Dublin Bus, Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, Carris
Lisbon, London Buses, Milan ATM, STM Montreal, NYCT /MTA Bus New York, RATP Paris,
STA Sydney Buses, Singapore SMRT and CMBC Vancouver. All members provide normal
passenger public bus service operations in large urban areas. Up to ten years of data, from 2001
to 2010, are available for 90 key performance related data items. Some of these items are broken
down into further sub-categories such as vehicle type or outsourced versus in-house labour.
These performance related data are supported by another 38 background data items to provide
context and understanding. Only data from normal service operations is included, filtering out
the effect of charter, tourist bus, para-transit and school bus services.
In the IBBG, it took three years of iterative definition development, data collection and
analysis before the member operators were sufficiently satisfied with the level of comparability
to be able to use the data for performance comparison. As data comparability is key in
benchmarking, Trompet et al. (2) summarised the necessary benchmarking conditions and
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decisions in these first years of the IBBG to gradually increase the quality of the dataset. One of
the main contributing factors to data quality is a strict confidentiality agreement which in
combination with the willingness to help and learn from each other creates an open and honest
information sharing environment. This confidentiality agreement also applied to the data used for
this study. As a result, the graphs and tables in this paper have been anonymised where
necessary. Nevertheless, the IBBG members agreed that the lessons from this study should be
shared for the benefit of the wider bus public transport industry and policymakers.

4. VARIABILITY OF SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS
Through seven years of experience in the International Bus Benchmarking Group (IBBG) a
better understanding of differences in service characteristics between ‘similar’ peers has been
achieved. Using the 2010 data from the thirteen organizations in the IBBG database, the most
significant, quantifiable service characteristics variability have been observed in:
 Average passenger trip length, calculated as passenger kilometres divided by passenger
boardings,
 Network efficiency, e.g. the proportion of deadheading and dead hours to total vehicle
kilometres. Frequently also expressed as the inverse, e.g. the proportion of revenue
vehicle kilometres/hours to total vehicle kilometres/hours,
 Average weighted vehicle planning capacity (see section 6.1 for a detailed discussion),
 Average commercial speed, calculated as actual revenue vehicle kilometres divided by
actual revenue vehicle hours, and
 Average weighted vehicle weight (in this dataset: unloaded axel weight in tonnes), see
section 6.2 for a detailed discussion.
In Table 1, descriptive statistics are used to describe the variation of these five types of
service characteristics. These descriptive statistics are: Number of different bus operators in the
sample (N), the mean value of the sample ( µ ), the minimum and maximum value within the
sample and the standard deviation (σ).
TABLE 1 Variability in Service Characteristics – 2010 data of the International Bus
Benchmarking Group
Max



CV

2.8

8.0

1.6

0.35

7.3

17.3

3.5

0.34

71.2

52.1

94.8

15.7

0.22

11

17.3

12.0

23.3

3.3

0.19

12

12.5

11.2

14.9

1.0

0.08

Type of service characteristic

N

µ

Min

Average passenger trip length - km
Network efficiency - % of deadheading km

13

4.6

13

10.4

Weighted average vehicle planning capacity

12

Average commercial speed – km/h
Weighted average vehicle weight - tonne
N = Number of bus organizations in sample
µ = Sample average
Min = Minimum value
Max = Maximum value

 = Standard deviation
CV = Coefficient of variation
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To be able to directly compare the extent of variability of the different service
characteristics, the standard deviation is divided by the mean (  / µ), to compute the coefficient
of variation (CV). The higher this number, the more variability is observed between values of
bus organizations for that particular service characteristic.
The results in Table 1 are ranked by level of variability. The most variable service
characteristic is average passenger journey length (CV=0.35), closely followed by network
efficiency (CV=0.34). The range of values within these two characteristics is considerable. For
example, the lowest average trip in the sample (2.8 km) is only 35% of the longest average
passenger trip (8 km). As discussed in section 5, this has implications for performance
benchmarking when data are only normalized for either passenger kilometres or passenger
boardings.
Two medium variable service characteristics are: service planning capacity (CV=0.22)
and commercial speed (CV=0.19). Expressed in a coefficient of variation the average weighted
vehicle weight is medium/low (CV=0.08), e.g. the majority of bus organizations operate a fleet
of similar average weight. However understanding the amplitude of data, e.g. the minimum value
is 11.2 tonne and the maximum value is 14.9 tonne, lead to the realisation that some
comparability of KPIs could be improved by using weight as a normalization factor. Section 6.2
describes this.
To understand if similar variety in service characteristics can be observed over time,
Table 2 shows the coefficient of variation for the four most variable service characteristics for
the period 2006-2010. Backdated details of average weighted vehicle weights were not available.
For one operator only 2010 data were available, hence their data have been removed for this
trend analysis. The sample size, apart for vehicle planning capacity, is therefore reduced by one.
The results in Table 2 clearly show that the variability level and differences observed in Table 1
can also be observed at very similar levels in other years.
TABLE 2 Coefficient of Variability (CV) of Service Characteristics, 2006 – 2010 data of the
International Bus Benchmarking Group
Type of service characteristic

N

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Average trip length - km

12

0.357

0.356

0.353

0.351

0.347

Network efficiency - % of deadheading km

12

0.316

0.322

0.330

0.327

0.331

Weighted average vehicle planning capacity

12

NA

0.224

0.227

0.223

0.220

Average commercial speed – km/h
N = Number of bus organizations in sample

10

0.204

0.205

0.203

0.203

0.199

Detailed description of the reasons for the variability of the service characteristics
between ‘similar’ organizations is outside the scope of this study. However, when looking at the
ranking, it seems that those service characteristics that are most variable are impacted by external
factors, and factors that are harder to change or manage in the short or medium term. Trip length
is determined by factors such as city size and density, availability of other transport modes and
the complexity of the bus network itself. Network efficiency is strongly affected by depot
locations and by the demand and supply profile. However, it is also affected by manageable
impacts such as the decision to interline buses and/or the policy to bring buses back to the depot
in the inter-peak period. Vehicle planning capacity is a function of the fleet characteristics and
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the passenger loading policy. Both can be managed on a medium term. Commercial speed is
determined by factors such as traffic, dwell times and number of stops per route. Bus priority
measures can be implemented on the short and medium term that speed up the organizations in
the lower end of the spectrum, resulting in less variety in speed between organizations. Vehicle
weights are somewhat different as they are less variable within the sample; however the
variability observed is strongly related to regulatory differences in vehicle specification. This is
difficult to manage in the short and medium term.

5. A BALANCED NORMALIZATION APPROACH
In the IBBG, common scale denominators used to normalize data are: passenger boardings,
passenger kilometres, fleet size, total vehicle kilometres, revenue vehicle kilometres, revenue
planning capacity kilometres, total planning capacity kilometres, revenue vehicle hours, total
vehicle hours and (categories of) staff hours. For each KPI, the most suitable denominator was
chosen. For example, a number of labour productivity KPIs are normalized by total vehicle hours
as hours are a more significant labour cost driver. Vehicle kilometres on the other hand are the
main cost driver for maintenance activity and hence used as the normalization factor.
Given the extent of variability of service characteristics, as identified in Table 1, within
what is considered a group of comparable peers, it is important to realise that the choice of
denominator can influence the relative performance (i.e. position in the graph) of individual bus
organizations.
If an organization has ‘extreme’ values in any of the five variable service characteristics
mentioned in Table 1, the choice of denominator will affect the relative position to peers in the
comparison. For example, organisation ‘X’ has a lower average speed of 12 km/h, organization
‘Y’ has a typical average commercial speed of 15 km/h and operator ‘Z’ manages 19 km/h.
Therefore operator ‘Z’ produces four more vehicle kilometres in the same time period than ‘Y’
and seven more vehicle kilometres per hour of operation than ‘X’. The relative performance
(rank) of organizations ‘X’ and ‘Z’ will significantly differ depending on whether revenue
vehicle kilometres or revenue vehicle hours is used as the normalization factor. Using revenue
vehicle kilometres will over-normalize the performance of ‘Z’ and under-normalize the
performance of ‘X’. For completion, in this example, due to its average ‘operating speed’ within
the group of peers, the relative rank (performance) of ‘Y’ will not change if the data is
normalized by either vehicle kilometres or vehicle hours.
Figure 3, used in section 6.1 to illustrate the effect of differences in vehicle capacity on
relative ranking in a comparison, is another useful example. Operator ‘A’ has the largest average
weighted vehicle capacity amongst the IBBG bus operators. In the average bus load KPI:
passenger kilometres per revenue vehicle kilometres, operator ‘A’ scores highest; i.e.
transporting more passengers per vehicle than other organizations. However, when normalized
for the actual weighted revenue vehicle capacity of the fleet operator ‘A’ is ranked 6th. Both
statistics are useful to know, but only the combination of the two provides a full picture of
capacity utilisation.
The framework in Figure 1 illustrates how different normalization factors, represented
with black letters, interact with and complement each other. The five variable service
characteristics identified in Table 1 are represented in the dark boxes with white letters. These
service characteristics are placed on the border(s) of their relevant normalization factors. Every
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normalization factor is linked to a ‘counterpart’ normalization factor, which is needed to
counterbalance the bias created by ‘extreme’ values in a service characteristic. This relation is
shown through the arrows.
For example, an operator has a typical passenger trip length, vehicle weight and vehicle
capacity. However they also have relatively high levels of dead running as a result of their depot
locations and demand profile, and have relatively slow speeds compared to peers. Network
efficiency and commercial speed are therefore their key areas that create an unbalanced
perspective of their relative performance. Using the framework in Figure 1 this operator should
therefore normalize performance data by both revenue vehicle kilometres and revenue vehicle
hours to balance the effect of their relatively slow commercial speed. Similarly, they should
reproduce any ‘revenue’ normalized KPI (kilometres, capacity kilometres or hours) also by its
‘total’ normalized counterpart (for differences in network efficiency).
The two white boxes stating ‘vehicle utilization performance’ and ‘system utilization
performance’ are not essential parts of the framework itself, but do provide useful additional
information on the relationship between passenger based normalization factors and vehicle based
normalization factors.

FIGURE 1 Two Dimensional Normalization Framework for Bus Performance Data
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6. ALTERNATIVE NORMALIZATION FACTORS FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
COMPARABILITY
The International Bus Benchmarking Group has a dynamic approach towards key performance
indicator development. Each year, a sub-set of KPIs and their related data items and definitions
are reviewed and gradually improved. This section will discuss the improvements made with
regards to understanding vehicle capacity and its use as a denominator, and improvements
towards the comparability of fuel economy KPIs with the introduction of total tonne kilometres
as a normalization factor.
6.1 Normalizing for Vehicle Capacity
The literature review, for example Hensher and Daniels (9), TCRP (14), MARETOPE (16) and
Fielding et al. (19), confirmed that seat capacity kilometres is frequently used or proposed as a
denominator to normalize for fleet capacity, especially for passenger loading key performance
indicators. Some variations have been observed. Equip (8) uses the maximum capacity
kilometres (seat and standing) in their load factor. It could not be confirmed if maximum here is
defined as the manufacturers ‘licensed capacity’ or the physical ‘crush’ capacity. Phillips (13)
and Fielding et al. (10) also mention total capacity kilometres, but the exact definition of ‘total’
is also not clear. The Urban Transport Benchmarking Initiative (18) defined capacity kilometres
as place km, but only used those in the peak hour for a peak time loading KPI.
Harmonizing average weighted vehicle capacity in a benchmarking exercise is difficult as
capacity can be defined differently. In the IBBG four types of vehicle capacity are collected
annually: seating capacity, service planning capacity, licensed capacity and crush/max capacity.
The difference between service planning and registered capacity is effectively the capacity that
according to (service quality) policy should not be used. One can say it should not be considered
to be available when scheduling bus services for service quality reasons.
Organizations have different policies on the proportion of registered capacity that can be
used for service planning. For example, within the IBBG, one organization plans for their buses
to be up to 95% full, but never more as they can be penalised by their authority. The service
planning capacity is therefore 95% of the licensed capacity. Another organization, with longer
average trip lengths, plans for most of their passengers to have a seat. Service planning capacity
is therefore seating capacity + 30%, also called a load factor of 1.3. The Transit Capacity and
Quality of Service Manual (22) describes that maximum scheduled passenger loads are typically
125 to 150% of seating capacity. Although sometimes inconsistent in policy, service planning
capacity is always consistent in concept: e.g. the capacity offered to passengers. After a pilot
period, it has therefore been decided within the IBBG that service planning capacity kilometres
is the most suitable normalization factor for vehicle size and vehicle capacity.
Since ‘seat capacity kilometres’ is regularly proposed in literature as a normalization
factor, it is useful to understand how seating capacity relates to service planning capacity. Figure
2 compares both the average weighted seating capacity per bus with the average weighted
service planning capacity per bus across 12 IBBG bus organizations. The organizations are
ranked from left to right based on their seating capacity and ranked alphabetically based on their
service planning capacity.
The first observation is that there is a substantial difference in the rank of most bus
operators in both types of capacity. For example, operator H has the second largest average
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weighted seating capacity per bus, while ‘just’ the 8th largest service planning capacity per bus.
Or operator D, which has the 4th largest service planning capacity per bus, and the 10th largest
seating capacity.
This variety observed in Figure 2 shows that in practice the average weighted seating
capacity per bus is not the most effective normalization factor for vehicle size due to the different
type of vehicles used by operators. Double-decker and mini/midi buses have a high proportion
of seats and a small amount of additional standing capacity, while standard and especially
articulated buses have relatively few seats compared to the total capacity offered. Therefore by
using seat kilometres as a denominator, a normalization discrepancy occurs due to fleet
composition differences between bus operators.

Capacity per vehicle

Average Weighted Vehicle Capacity - 2010

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
B

H

A

L

Seating Capacity

I

K

J

C

G

D

F

E

Service Planning Capacity

FIGURE 2 Average Weighted Vehicle Seating Capacity versus Average Weighted Vehicle
Service Planning Capacity of the IBBG member organizations – ranked by seating capacity
Secondly, it can be concluded that the variety between the IBBG members within either
type of capacity is quite significant. The average weighted seating capacity of operator E is just
37% of the seating capacity of operator B. Similarly, but less extreme, the service planning
capacity of operator L is 55% of the service planning capacity of operator A. Clearly vehicle size
is a factor that needs to be normalized for in performance comparison (as also shown in figure 1).
Figure 3 shows the effect of differences in vehicle size on two capacity utilisation key
performance indicators. Passenger kilometres are normalized either by revenue vehicle
kilometres (i.e. the average bus load KPI) or by the IBBG preferred service planning capacity
kilometres (i.e. a vehicle capacity utilisation KPI). The results are indexed to a group average of
1 to enable comparison. Also here the bus organizations are ranked twice. From left to right
operators are ranked based on passenger kilometres per actual revenue vehicle service planning
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capacity kilometre. Operators are ranked alphabetically based on passenger kilometres per actual
revenue vehicle kilometre.
Operator A is the same organization in both Figure 2 and Figure 3. As shown in Figure 2,
operator A has the largest average weighted vehicle capacity amongst the IBBG bus operators. In
the average bus load KPI operator A scores highest; i.e. transporting more passengers per vehicle
than other organizations. However, when normalized for the actual weighted revenue vehicle
capacity of the fleet operator A is ranked 6th. In other words, five organizations see more of their
offered service planning capacity used by passengers than operator A.
Overall the conclusion is that service planning capacity kilometres normalizes well for
vehicle size, not only from an operational point of view, but also from a customer service/policy
point of view.
Passenger Km per Revenue Vehicle Planning Capacity Km and
Passenger Km per Revenue Vehicle Km - 2010 - Indexed
1.6

INDEX (1 = group average)

1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
C

E

G

I

Passenger Km per Revenue Vehicle Km

H

A

D

K

B

J

F

L

Passenger Km per Revenue Service Planning Capacity Km

FIGURE 3 Average Bus Load versus Average Bus Planning Capacity Used
6.2 Normalizing for Vehicle Weight
Due to regional differences in vehicle specifications some bus organizations operate fleets that
are considerably heavier than fleets used in other cities. From Table 1 the range of average
weighted vehicle weight data, could be seen, i.e. a minimum value of 11.2 tonne and a maximum
value of 14.9 tonne. These numbers relate to unloaded vehicle axle weights.
The IBBG operators were interested to understand the effect of these weight differences
on the relative performance of bus operators in the different fuel economy KPIs, the hypothesis
being that heavier buses would be less fuel efficient. The original fuel economy KPI used is: fuel
type (e.g. diesel) used per total fuel type (e.g. diesel) vehicle planning capacity kilometres. As
discussed in 6.1, vehicle planning capacity kilometres is the preferred IBBG denominator to
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normalize for vehicle size. The pitfall here is that size differences do not necessarily correlate to
weight differences. To help understand the impact of weight the same fuel use is therefore also
normalized by total weighted tonne kilometres. Figure 4 combines the results of these two KPIs,
indexed to a group average of 1 to enable comparison.
The bus organizations are ranked in two ways. From left to right operators are ranked
based on diesel fuel used per diesel vehicle tonne kilometre. Operators are ranked alphabetically
based on diesel fuel used per diesel vehicle service planning capacity kilometre.
Operators A and C have the highest average weighted vehicle weight in the sample,
operator K has the lowest average weighted vehicle weight in the sample. When normalized for
capacity kilometres operator A is very fuel inefficient compared to peers and operator C also
performs significantly worse than the group average. However, when normalized for tonne
kilometres, operator C moves from the 3rd least fuel efficient operator, to the 3rd most fuel
efficient operator. The fuel economy of operator A, although still the highest, is much more in
line with other peers when normalized by total tonne kilometres.
Diesel per Total Diesel Vehicle Planning Capacity Km and
Diesel per Total Diesel Vehicle Tonne Km - 2010 - Indexed
1.8

INDEX (1 = group average)

1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
A

B

J

I

D

Diesel (liter) per Total Diesel Planning Capacity Km

G

E

H

C

K

F

Diesel (liter) per Total Diesel Tonne Km

FIGURE 4 Impact of Using Total Weighted Actual Tonne Kilometres as a Normalization
Factor instead of Total Weighted Actual Revenue Capacity Kilometres
Overall the variability of the sample in both KPIs has changed. The coefficient of
variation for the fuel efficiency per capacity kilometres is 0.30, while the fuel efficiency per
tonne kilometre has a CV of 0.13. When normalising for vehicle weights, the fuel efficiency
performance between operators is more similar.
From Figure 4 it can therefore be concluded that that vehicle weight has a significant
impact on total fuel used. Total vehicle planning capacity kilometres, a proxy for vehicle size,
only partly normalizes for weight. The use of total tonne km as a denominator has improved the
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comparability of different fuel economy key performance indicators by fully normalizing for
weight.
It is important to reiterate that, for a ‘full understanding’ it remains necessary to also
review fuel economy in terms of capacity kilometres supplied or even passenger kilometres
produced. Those KPIs give a different, but certainly not less valid view of relative fuel efficiency
performance, especially if one keeps in mind that vehicle weight specifications can be changed
in the medium to long term.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The thirteen members of the International Bus benchmarking Group (IBBG) are all urban bus
operators in large cities. They consider themselves comparable peers and successfully learn from
each other through the exchange of best practices. Still, significant variety of operating
characteristics has been observed, especially with respect to (in order of variability): passenger
trip length, % of dead running, commercial speed, and vehicle capacity. This research shows that
a considerable variability in key service characteristics has implications for normalized
performance comparison, i.e. benchmarking. For example, passenger kilometres, a frequently
used denominator, is defined by the average trip length and the number of passenger boardings.
The analysis showed that the shortest average trip length observed is just 34% of the longest
average trip length in the sample. Therefore using only either passenger kilometres or passenger
boardings as a normalization factor, the relative performance of a bus operator observed in that
single key performance indicator can be skewed.
This paper aims to illustrate to benchmarking practitioners and policy makers that one
key performance indicator often only answers part of a question. If your organization has
average values in all four variable service characteristics mentioned above, the choice of
denominator (for example vehicle kilometres or vehicle hours) will not affect the relative
position to peers in the comparison, just which organizations are ranked on either side of you.
However, if an organization has extreme values in any of the four service characteristics
identified, then the relative rank of that organization will significantly differ depending on the
normalization factor used. To understand the ‘full picture’, two KPIs using complementary
normalization factors (such as vehicle kilometres and vehicle hours) need to be produced and
simultaneously analyzed.
The literature review confirmed that seat capacity kilometres is frequently used or
proposed as a denominator to normalize for fleet capacity. The data from the IBBG shows that in
practice the average weighted seating capacity per bus is not the most effective normalization
factor for vehicle capacity or vehicle size due to the different types of vehicles operated by
operators. Double-decker and mini/midi buses have a high proportion of seats and a small
amount of additional standing capacity, while standard and especially articulated buses have
relatively few seats compared to the total capacity offered. When using (only) seat kilometres, a
normalization discrepancy occurs due to the fact that the fleet composition differs between bus
operators. To overcome this, the IBBG now successfully uses vehicle service planning capacity.
This denominator is calculated as the weighted average number of seats per bus plus the
additional weighted average number of standees that each operator plans for.
It can also be concluded from this study that due to regional differences in vehicle
specification, some bus organizations operate fleets that are considerably heavier than fleets used
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in other cities. This paper showed that the weight of vehicles has a significant impact on total
fuel used. Total vehicle planning capacity kilometres, a proxy for vehicle size, only partly
normalizes for weight. The use of total tonne km as a denominator, however, has improved the
comparability of different fuel economy key performance indicators by fully normalizing for
weight.
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